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Rubber line | Chair
Ref. 10 4010

Basing itself on an original creation by 
landscape architect Clément Willemin 
from the landscape architect and town 
planning practice BASE,  Sineu Graff 
developed Rubber Chair.

Together, they designed this chair 
combining a strengthened rubber seat 
and a steel structure. The armchair, the 
2-seat bench and the low table have 
been added to the Rubber Chair to 
create the Rubber line, an innovative 
range which brings comfort into a 
whole new dimension in public spaces 
for which it is intended.

     The ideal public space always boils 
down to the living room. But a street never 
offers the same level of comfort as your 
home sofa surrounded by home comforts. 

Rubber Chair offers a seat that comfortably 
matches the living room sofa. It is really 
much wider than a private garden 
lounger. And you don‘t need to bring it in 
when it rains. Try it and contemplate the 
entertainment of the city (more interesting 
than most TV programmes!). 

Behind this exceptional comfort is a 9 mm 
thick rubber sheet. Used currently in 
transports and in the industry, the rubber 
sheet perfectly matches here all body 
shapes and postures.

                   
   Clément Willemin

the designer’s vision
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Rubber line | Chair with armrests
Ref. 10 4115

Rubber line | Chair
Ref. 10 4010

Rubber line | 2-seat Bench
Ref. 10 4125

         TECHNICAL DETAILS

The seating of the chairs and the 2-seat bench is 
made of reinforced rubber (9 mm thick). The 6 mm 
thick machine-welded steel frame includes armrests 
(depending on the model). 

The low table is made of a steel frame (6 mm thick) 
and a machine-welded steel tabletop (4 mm thick). 
The parts are screwed together. 

Steel parts are in zinc coated S355 steel. 

Rubber line | Low table
Ref. 10 4070
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  FLEXIBLE MATERIAL

Street furniture is usually characterised by stiff 
materials.

With Rubber chair, Clément Willemin and Sineu 
Graff are marketing an original and innovative 
street furniture which will surprise users by the 
seat’s comfort provided by rubber. 

Its strengthened structure offers excellent 
technical performances and high resistance. 
It will allow it to withstand the outdoor 
weather and usage conditions of public 
spaces.



Sineu Graff | 253 A, rue d’Epfig - BP 50048 Kogenheim | F-67232 Benfeld cedex | France

Tél. +33 3 88 58 74 58 - contact@sineugraff.com

www.sineugraff.com
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         Rubber line | Chairs,
2-seat bench & low table


	Plaquette Rubber chair 8 pages EN 0519-

